
#MakeEveryDaySimple 
with the all new TallyPrime



At Tally, innovation never stops. Our drive to 

simplify the lives of business owners never fades. 

That is why, we have gone a step further to 

 for you.#MakeEveryDaySimple

Presenting TallyPrime

the all-new business management solution. 

Here's what we have done to enhance your experience further.

1
Simplified the simplest so you can 

discover the product easily and make the 

product do more for you without learning 

anything new

2 Introduced greater flexibility to help the 

product adapt even more to your business 

and way of working

3 Transformed the look and feel to make you 

love the product even more



Simple additions. Everlasting impact. 

While there are several experiences that we have introduced in 

TallyPrime, here are a few that we believe will make you love the 

prime experience and never want to go back to the older versions!

GoTo and SwitchTo

This new capability helps you find things which you might 

not have known about or what they could do for you, and 

discover new insights to run your business better. It also 

helps you multi-task better, moving from report to report 

while keeping track of your previous actions.



Enhanced Reporting Engine

Change View suggests 

alternative views of the same 

report to get better insights

Basis of Values changes the 

parameters in the reports to 

provide a different perspective 



Simplified Data Entry

The More Details capability allows you 

to handle all sorts of situations you 

encounter in your business every day.

Exception Reports highlights data 

in the reports that you should know 

that stands out, for example, stock 

items with negative balance



Consistent User Experience

With our new Top Bar, Right Bar and more 

consistent user experience - you will not only be 

able to simply move to the new TallyPrime without 

any hesitation, but also not be able to imagine life 

without it!
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Here are some more enhancements that have been 

introduced to make your life simpler and delight you.

§ The product comes with an intelligent setup manager, that can 

interact with all the components of the system where Tally is 

running and guide you to troubleshoot any licensing or application 

run-time issues

§ Printing out your invoices and reports is not only much more 

convenient in TallyPrime with the print anything from anywhere 

capability, but also eco-friendly. You can now save up to 80% of 

paper with the optimized way of printing when it comes to specific 

vouchers like GST invoice

§ Introduction of Windows key combinations like Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V 

adds to harmonization

§ Now navigate Windows folders from within the product while 

finding a location to either create company data in or to load 

existing company data

§ Mouse compatibility has been enhanced so that you get the same 

level of convenience as a keyboard

§ Introduction of Single Sign-On experience so you can load multiple 

companies with the same credentials using a single log-in

§ Introduction of Change Mode to toggle between the various modes 

of a transaction without needing to worry about pre-configurations

Little things that make 
a whole lot of di�erence



A valid TSS subscription ensures that you can move to 

TallyPrime for free. If you don't have one, all you need to 

do is visit www.tallysolutions.com. Alternatively, you can 

also get in touch with your Tally Partner.

Ready to move to TallyPrime?

Tally Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

AMR Tech Park II, No. 23 & 24, Hongasandra, 

Hosur Main Road, Bengaluru - 560 068. India.

TallyCare: 1800 425 8859/+91 80 68103666 

sales@tallysolutions.com

www.tallysolutions.com

Partner details


